Major Life Themes Chart Interpretation for

Jimmy Buffett
25 December 1946
1:08
Pascagoula, Mississippi

30 N 22
88 W 33
Tropical PLACIDUS
Standard time observed GMT: 07:08:00
Time Zone: 6 hours West
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Technical Details of how the planetary patterns are determined: Each
interpretation is based on a 3-planet pattern. The 3 planets are forming a
midpoint structure where a planet forms one of the following aspects to the
midpoint of 2 other planets: conjunct or opposition with 2 degee orb, square
with 1 1/2 degree orb, semisquare or sesquiquadrate with a 1 degree orb, or
1/16, 3/16, 5/16, or 7/16 with a 30 minute orb. Also, the 3 planets are aspected
to each other in the same harmonic. The harmonics analyzed are 1 through 64
and any doubling of these numbers, such as 120 which is a double of 60, up to
180. The total number of harmonics analyzed is 108. In the harmonic chart all 3
aspects are within a 12 degree orb. Also, any midpoint structure involving a
conjunction or opposition aspect within a 1 1/2 degree orb, even if a harmonic

triangle is not involved, is interpreted.
Given below is a brief interpretation of your birth chart. The major themes in
your life are described. The themes are presented approximately in the order
in which they are a priority in your life. In other words, the themes which are
most important are, in general, described near the beginning of the report, and
the less important themes are described towards the end of the report.
Each astrological influence described in this report is a resource available to
you. It is up to you to express these energy patterns in the best possible way.
It is possible to repress, block, or try to avoid issues, or to fight yourself;
hopefully this report will help clarify issues in your life, and encourage you to
master your life rather than be a victim of circumstances.
Venus Conjunct Sun/Neptune 0 deg 27 min

Art is very important to you. You succeed in any area that involves imaginative
art and creativity. You are idealistic in love, and this is likely to bring you
disappointments, but your idealism and vision can eventually succeed in
bringing yourself and others a more beautiful and perfect world.
Sun Conjunct Moon/Mercury 1 deg 27 min

You have good aptitude for psychology, history, and anthropology. You are a
good listener, and other people enjoy sharing with you issues that concern
them.
Venus Conjunct Mars/Neptune 1 deg 04 min

You are very idealistic and dreamy in romantic affairs, and inclined to be
disappointed when you gradually awaken from the dream. Still, it is not
impossible that you can meet the person who is just right for you. You are also
artistic, creative, and imaginative.
Uranus Opposition Moon/Jupiter 1 deg 17 min

You have a wonderful sense of humor and a spontaneity and enthusiasm that
others enjoy and appreciate. You can succeed in any area where these traits
are rewarded, such as music, dance, any form of entertainment, or as a group
leader or director.

Mars Conjunct Moon/Mercury 1 deg 36 min

You have an aptitude for psychology and history, and with training you can
become very good at understanding the historical and psychological roots of
current trends and the behavior of people. Also, you are sometimes very
impatient with people who do not express themselves clearly, and you
appreciate people who can communicate clearly and directly.
Neptune Conjunct Mercury/Saturn 1 deg 37 min

You enjoy abstract thinking. Abstract principles are common in academic
studies, whether it be the concept of a point or a line in mathematics, the
Chinese philosophy of 5 elements, various psychological theories of theorists
such as Freud, Jung, etc., or any number of other ideas. You are well-suited to
academic studies.
Moon-Mars-Saturn 68th Harmonic (68=17x4)

Very often you are a serious no-nonsense person who focuses on the really
important issues and the work that needs to be done. You are responsible and
willing to perform tedious tasks in order to ensure that a job is done correctly.
Moon-Mars-Uranus 22nd Harmonic (22=11x2)

Your emotions build up very suddenly. When frustrated, you become quickly
angered, and it is important for you not to develop a habit of losing your
temper. You can become very impatient with others and provoke them without
realizing it; do not hesitate to apologize later if you are too sharp with someone.
Challenging physical activities, athletics, and competitions suit you well.
Venus-Uranus-Pluto 40th Harmonic (40=5x8)

Your romantic and sexual energy is very strong. At times a relationship may
survive based on sexual attraction, while mutual understanding, kindness, and
love are not as easy to find. If this happens, it is best to not make long-term
commitments until a more complete and satisfying relationship is clearly
possible.

